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Abstract. In an attempt to cope with the increased number of cyberattacks, research in Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) is moving towards more collaborative mechanisms. Collaborative IDSs (CIDSs) are
such an approach; they combine the knowledge of a plethora of monitors to generate a holistic picture of the monitored network. Despite the
research done in this field, CIDSs still face a number of fundamental challenges, especially regarding maintaining trust among the collaborating
parties. Recent advances in distributed ledger technologies, e.g. various
implementations of blockchain protocols, are a good fit to the problem
of enhancing trust in collaborative environments. This paper touches the
intersection of CIDSs and blockchains. Particularly, it introduces the idea
of utilizing blockchain technologies as a mechanism for improving CIDSs.
We argue that certain properties of blockchains can be of significant benefit for CIDSs; namely for the improvement of trust between monitors,
and for providing accountability and consensus. For this, we study the
related work and highlight the research gaps and challenges towards such
a task. Finally, we propose a generic architecture for the incorporation of
blockchains into the field of CIDSs and an analysis of the design decisions
that need to be made to implement such an architecture.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, cyber-attacks are increasing in both their numbers and sophistication. In particular, recent attacks such as the case of the so-called Wannacry
malware [15], highlight the need for protection, especially in the realm of critical infrastructures. To cope with such challenges, research in cyber-security has
focused on more collaborative approaches that are broadly referred to as CIDSs
[33]. CIDSs attempt to create an improved and holistic picture of the monitored
networks via, as their name implies, collaboration among participants.
Nevertheless, a number of research challenges remain unsolved with regard
to CIDSs. First, one of the most important aspects of such systems is the trust
establishment (and management) of the participants. That is, the techniques

that the system employs to ensure that the collaborative monitoring units trust
each other, as well as methods for quantifying the quality of the exchanged
alert data. In addition, a fair and public approach that provides accountability
among the monitors of the CIDS is also a topic that has not been touched until
now. Lastly, methods for providing consensus in a distributed environment and
specifically in the CIDS scenario are yet to be explored.
Recently, there has been a spike in the interest around blockchains in the
context of several industry applications, including critical infrastructures. Apart
from, the now established, use of blockchains among financial institutions [12],
identity schemes secured by blockchain technology have been discussed, with
many startups offering such solutions [28]. Furthermore, critical services, such as
healthcare providers [29, 18], national and state authorities [36], land registries
[20], and the energy sector [17, 27], are considering incorporating distributed
ledgers (i.e. blockchains) in their workflows. They take advantage of the immutability and consensus properties of these designs, in order to secure their
respective systems.
In this paper, we introduce the idea of utilizing blockchain technology as a
mechanism for improving CIDSs. In particular, we argue that certain functionality and properties of blockchains can be of significant benefit for collaborative
intrusion detection; namely for the improvement of trust between monitors, for
providing accountability and as a consensus mechanism. For this, we carefully
study the related work and highlight the research gaps and challenges towards
such a task. Finally, we propose a generic architecture for the incorporation of
blockchains into the field of CIDSs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 provides some
background knowledge with regard to both CIDSs and blockchains. Section 3
discusses the related work in the intersection of CIDSs and blockchain technologies. Section 4 proposes a number of requirements for CIDSs with regard to the
need for trust and fairness during collaboration. Sections 5 and 6 discuss our
proposed CIDS architecture and the various design considerations, respectively.
Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and summarizes our future directions.
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Background

In this section, we present necessary background information with regard to
blockchains and CIDSs.
2.1

Collaborative Intrusion Detection

There has been a lot of work in the area of CIDS over the last years [33].
The majority of it has been focusing on novel architectures and collaborative
detection techniques. In more detail, CIDSs can be classified with regard to the
network placement of their monitors to: centralized, hierarchical and distributed.
Due to various fundamental disadvantages of centralized and hierarchical CIDSs
(e.g., scalability and the existence of a Single Point of Failure (SPoF)) [33], this

paper focuses mainly on distributed systems. In this class, a number of such
systems have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [38, 34, 22]. However, most of
these proposals deal with the construction of sophisticated architectures, hence
not addressing other challenging topics. For instance, validating and managing
trust between monitors (see Section 3.1), or creating consensus when exchanging
alert data, have not been tackled in sufficient extent in the state of the art.

2.2

Blockchains

Despite recent media, corporate, and research coverage, there is no standard
definition for blockchain technology - or simply blockchains - yet. It can be
described as a distributed data structure, which is shared and replicated between
the participants of a peer-to-peer network. The data structure itself is built from
a back-linked list of blocks, where each block is identified by its cryptographic
hash and also contains the hash of the previous block. This property establishes
a cryptographic link between blocks, creating a so-called “blockchain” [1] that
all participants can examine, yet without being able to tamper with. Due to this
fact, blockchains are considered an implementation of a shared secure distributed
ledger, where the participants can read from - most of the time without any
constraints - and write to, when only specific constraints are met.
Regarding the control of these permissions, current blockchain implementations fall into three categories: public, consortium and private [26]. In the case
of public blockchains, such as Bitcoin [25] and Ethereum [37], everyone can read
and maintain the ledger, i.e. there is no membership mechanism in place.
Meanwhile, in consortium blockchains, such as Hyperledger 1 [8], a pre-defined
consortium of peers is responsible for maintaining the chain. In private blockchains,
such as Monax 2 , a single entity controls the system, i.e. there is no consensus
process.
The process of updating the blockchain takes place via a protocol, which
achieves consensus, i.e. gives guarantees that all participants agree on a uniform
view of the ledger that contains only valid transactions, ensuring the integrity
and consistency of the ledger [3]. This protocol may vary a lot and depends
on both the type of the blockchain implementation and the threat model. To
offer guaranteed security properties, public blockchains design the consensus part
to be either computationally hard (Proof-of-Work) or based on the possession
of a scarce resource within the system (Proof-Of-Stake). On the other hand,
consortium and private blockchains apply some kind of Byzantine [19] or benign
fault tolerant algorithms, such as PBFT [10] or SIEVE [9], to cope with malicious
nodes. For an overview of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, we refer the reader
to [7].
1
2

https://www.hyperledger.org
https://monax.io
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Related Work

This section discusses the related work in the field of CIDSs, emphasizing in
trust management, as well as in the field of blockchains.
3.1

Building Trust in CIDSs

Beyond the fundamental (architectural-level) research on CIDSs, some work has
been done lately with regards to trust management. In more detail, researchers
have proposed trust management mechanisms to cope with both the insider
attack problem3 as well as to enhance the overall quality of the collaboration
[31].
Specifically, trust management in CIDSs can be distinguished based on the
overall goal of the respective (trust) mechanism. In this context, computational
trust is most commonly applied to quantify the trust levels between monitoring
nodes. That is, if a monitor is compromised or starts disseminating false information, its trust score will decrease and eventually some response action will
take place (e.g., blacklisting). Another approach is to attempt to quantify the
quality of the alert data (rather than the source of it). In such a scenario, the
trust model attempts to measure the quality of the alerts themselves or assign a
reputation score to certain parameters of an alert (e.g., to the IP address of an
adversary) [4].
The majority of the work proposed in this area makes use of computational
trust mechanisms, based on various mathematical models, to measure the trustworthiness of the monitors [16, 14]. In particular, the basic concept is that a
monitor can utilize its own old experiences, with respect to its communication
with other monitors, and via the usage of certain computational trust methods
(e.g., Bayesian statistics) can infer (with a certain probability and confidence)
the amount of trust it can place on others. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been done towards providing CIDSs with strong accountability
and consensus properties.
3.2

Blockchains as a means of collaboration

There has been a recent explosion of interest around blockchains and several industry applications have been proposed in the last five years. Each application is
developed for a special use case, thus requires a different blockchain implementation, which has to provide custom, unique characteristics. For example, there are
specific implementations, which were developed to enhance privacy by enabling
different parties to use the system, meanwhile keeping the stored data completely
private [39]. Other implementations use cryptographic identity schemes, which
offer full anonymity and unlinkability between the transactions [28]. Due to these
3

This refers to the case where a monitor, which is part of the CIDS, turns malicious
and attempts to attack or misguide other monitors of the system.

versatile properties, various industries have started to investigate the potential
of this technology.
In the energy sector, blockchain can facilitate a peer-to-peer market, where
machines buy and sell energy automatically, according to predefined criteria [23,
24]. For example, prosumers with solar panels can record their output in the
blockchain and sell it to other parties via smart contracts. Moreover, Azaria et
al. [2] propose a novel, decentralized record management system to handle and
store medical data by using blockchains to ensure data integrity and to enforce
access control policies.
These applications have demonstrated that the combination of IoT and blockchains
can lead to rewarding results [11]. All of them benefit from the fact that this
technology allows peers to communicate with each other in a verifiable manner
without trusting each other and without any trusted intermediary; while being
able to preserve their anonymity and guarantee the integrity of their data.

4

Requirements

As a first step of any system design attempt, it is very important to clearly articulate the requirements of the goal system. Thus, in accordance with the related
work in [33, 31], we specify the requirements for an effective and trustworthy
CIDS:
– Accountability: Participating parties should be held accountable for their
actions.
– Integrity: The integrity of the alert data is very important for detecting
attacks over time as well as for post-mortem analysis (e.g., during forensic
analysis).
– Resilience: The system should not have SPoFs and should not depend on
small groups of participants.
– Consensus: The system should be able to reach consensus on the quality
of individual alert data and on the trustworthiness of each participant.
– Scalability: The system should be able to scale to a large number of participants/monitors and also handle churn.
– Minimum Overhead: The communication and computation overhead should
be kept as low as possible.
– Privacy: Participants should be able to reserve their right to privacy and
selectively disclose alert data as they wish. However, at the same time, the
accountability and integrity requirements should still hold.
In this section, we specified seven requirements for a successful CIDS design.
These requirements will guide our design choices and argumentation, for the rest
of this paper. However, the requirements presented above are not orthogonal
regarding the design decisions they favor. That is, there are inherent tradeoffs between them (e.g. accountability vs. privacy). These trade-offs are further
explored in Section 6.

5

A blockchain-based architecture for CIDSs

To satisfy the requirements of Section 4, we propose the utilization of a secure
distributed ledger, as e.g. implemented by blockchain technology, to secure the
exchange of alerts between the collaborating nodes.
As a simple example, raw alert data generated by the monitors are stored
as transactions in a blockchain, replicated among the participating nodes of the
network. For an insight into the options regarding the nature of the actual data
stored in the blockchain (e.g. alert hashes, bloom filters) see Section 6. The nodes
involved, run a consensus protocol to guarantee the validity of the transactions
before adding them in a block. This process guarantees that only well-formed
alerts are included in the blockchain, that alert data transactions are tamperresistant, and that each participating entity has a global view of the alerts.
This way, the participants are held accountable for their actions, as the latter are transparent to the network. Furthermore, the integrity of the data is
guaranteed and the system has no SPoF, as it can tolerate as many byzantine
failures as the underlying consensus protocol. The communication overhead of
the construct can be managed e.g. by storing hashes of the alert data in the
blockchain instead of the raw data. This way, a node would be able to verify the
integrity of the alerts it receives by comparing their hash value with the corresponding hashes that are stored on the chain. There are a multitude of design
considerations, like the one mentioned above towards the realization of such a
system. In this section, we focus on the proposed generic architecture, while in
section 6, we explore the design space of a possible implementation.
The proposed architecture for a blockchain-based distributed CIDS can be
seen in Figure 1. The participating nodes in the blockchain network are either
monitor units, analysis units, or perform both tasks simultaneously, which is the
most general case. Communication between the nodes takes place in two logical
layers, namely the Alert Exchange layer and the Consensus layer.
In the Alert Exchange layer, the implemented CIDS performs the alert data
dissemination process. Specifically, the participating nodes exchange or collect
alert data with respect to their role as monitors or analysis units. The exact
communication mechanism in use is determined by the needs of the CIDS. For
example, a flooding or gossiping [13] protocol can be used to disseminate data in
the Alert Exchange layer of a distributed CIDS, while on-demand data exchange
is also an option.
Second, there is a Consensus layer, where a subset (not necessarily proper)
of peers, e.g. only the analysis units, run a consensus protocol, and agree on
which transactions should be included in the ledger. The most basic scenario
is one in which all members of the CIDS participate in the consensus protocol,
and all alert data is stored in the blockchain. The connection between the two
layers, the result of the Consensus layer, and the properties of the underlying
blockchain construct, together enforce strict accountability of the participants
and guarantee data integrity.
Furthermore, if required, it is possible to keep specific alert data confidential
among a subset of peers. For instance, there might be a scenario, where specific

Fig. 1. Generic architecture of a blockchain-based CIDS.

alerts contain confidential information, which should not be revealed to anyone
outside a specific corporation. In this case, the nodes who should have access
to these specific alerts, can participate in a separate collaborative network and
create a separate blockchain for it. The specific alert data can be encrypted in
both layers as well as in the distributed ledger, and the keys will be available
only to the participating nodes. This way, peers that do not belong to this
collaborative group, and do not hold the specific secret key, cannot view alert
data exchanged and processed among the certified participants. As a result, peers
are able to collaborate in multiple groups without revealing any confidential alert
information to external nodes, while still staying on the same CIDS network.

6

Design considerations

In Section 5, we proposed a general architecture for a trustworthy CIDS. However, there are a number of design and implementation choices regarding the
realization of this architecture. Using blockchains as the basis of the design,
inherently offers a degree of accountability, integrity and resilience to our system. Nevertheless, note that the choice of the type of blockchain and consensus

algorithm to use, affects the degree to which these requirements are satisfied.
Other characteristics, such as the scalability of the network, the communication
overhead and the privacy of the participants, might depend on the distributed
ledger type (w.r.t. the implemented consensus algorithm) or the data format via
which the alerts are exchanged. Note that each combination of these alternatives
provides unique characteristics to a CIDS, which enables us to design the system
architecture tailored to the real world application.
In this section, we recount the aforesaid alternatives while focusing on the
trade-offs between them, with respect to the requirements laid out in Section 4.
Governance of distributed ledger: In general, both public (permissionless) and
corporate (permissioned) blockchain designs provide authenticity, integrity and
resilience to the system, via guaranteeing a global, partially ordered view of alert
transactions. However, they have their own advantages and disadvantages. Public blockchains provide an uncontrolled network, which everybody can freely join,
and where every peer can read from and update the distributed ledger. Generalpurpose CIDSs, especially cyber incident monitors and network telescopes, e.g.,
[30, 32], can benefit considerably from these advantages. The stored alert data
are integrity-protected and available to everybody, while the participants remain
accountable for their actions. These properties can provide high quality data for
the scientific community to examine attacks, create statistics, or gather data to
train another CIDS. Nevertheless, a major shortcoming is the possible transaction cost that a peer has to pay in order for her alert to be included in a public
Proof-of-Work blockchain, e.g. in Bitcoin a peer can store 80 bytes of data using
the “OP RETURN” [5] transaction script, with a transaction fee of a couple of
USD.
In consortium blockchains, access permissions are more tightly controlled and
rights to modify or even read the blockchain state are restricted to a specific set
of users. For example, the consensus is controlled by a pre-selected set of nodes.
In this case, the validators are known and any risk of a lot of malicious peers
joining the system (e.g. due to a sybil attack) and destroying the accuracy of
the CIDS is mitigated. Additionally, if a peer starts to behave maliciously, e.g.,
starts sending fake alerts, the organization can easily change the rules of the
blockchain and revert the fake transactions. This makes consortium blockchains
a better choice for institutions and groups of institutions who do not want to
reveal the alert data publicly and want to keep the system’s participants under
control.
Consensus: Apart from the issue of who is able to view and add alert data (in
the form of transactions) to the blockchain, the selection of the consensus algorithm and of the peers that take part in it, is of great importance. Especially
in corporate blockchain designs, there is the possibility to choose a subset of
peers, i.e., super-peers, that will be responsible for running the consensus algorithm; hence, offering integrity guarantees to the system. Apart from that, the
consensus algorithm that is selected will greatly affect the security guarantees of
the system. We have already presented several options, including Proof-of-Work,

Proof-of-Stake and traditional byzantine fault-tolerant designs in Section 2. The
choice of the consensus algorithm defines the adversary model of the system,
i.e., the ratio of honest and malicious peers in the CIDS. Furthermore, each
approach comes with a different scalability potential, e.g., practical byzantine
fault tolerant (PBFT) designs will generally be less scalable (in terms of the peer
population) than Proof-of-Work or Proof-of-Stake based ones [35].
Data on/off the ledger: Another question that rises is related to the alert data
and their granularity during the sharing process, in each of the two communication layers (Alert Exchange and Blockchain Consensus). For this, there are
various strategies that can be considered in a CIDS; each one having its own advantages and disadvantages. For instance, exchanging raw alert data can provide
the deepest level of granularity. However, this comes with a major communication overhead. In addition, considering the large amount of data that a local
IDS generates, such an approach would not scale. Another approach is to instead only share compact representations of alert data. For instance, in [21, 34]
researchers have proposed the exchange of bloom filters [6] containing such a
mapping of alerts. Such approaches fulfill a number of requirements, namely the
minimal overhead, privacy and integrity. Nevertheless, when only exchanging
aggregated/compact versions of the alerts the accuracy of the system might be
decreased.
Our proposal is to use a compact representation, e.g. bloom filters, for the
communication in the Consensus layer, in order to decrease the overhead and
size of the blockchain construct. On the other hand, in the Alert Exchange layer,
where data exchange can potentially take place on demand, exchanging raw data
would offer the highest level of accuracy to the system.
Data encryption: The norm in both public and corporate blockchain networks
is that the transactions can be observed by all participating peers, a fact which
could give away information that should not be revealed, e.g., sensitive corporate
information. Therefore, in some CIDS usage scenarios, it is important to provide
a mechanism that protects the privacy of the participating parties with respect to
alert data and confidential information (exchanged in the consensus layer ). One
solution can be encrypting the alert data by using symmetric key cryptography
and making the keys available only to the participants who should have the
right to read them4 . This allows every peer to stay on the same network, but
be able to decrypt and examine only the alert data which they are certified to
access. However, this would produce overhead in the form of key management
and distribution. Nevertheless, as described in the previous paragraph, another
approach is to only exchange compact representations of the alert data (e.g.,
bloom filters or hashes). In such a case the problem of over-sharing is mitigated.
In general, there are numerous considerations when designing a blockchainbased CIDS. In this section, we gave an overview of the most challenging ones
4

An asymmetric approach, e.g., with a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), is also possible, however a lot of overhead would be expected in the key distribution and maintenance process.

and presented the trade-offs between them. There is no generic optimal solution
to making decisions about the considerations presented above. The specific requirements of a CIDS, such as the expected number of peers, the expected alert
volume, the required privacy level, etc., will guide these decisions.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

To cope with the increase and the sophistication of cyber-attacks in critical
infrastructures, there is a demand for collaboration between the defenders. In
order to practically improve the area of collaborative intrusion detection, there
is a need for constructing a trusted and accountable environment for the participating monitors. In this paper, we presented a generic architecture for the
creation of such a CIDS, and explained how blockchain technology can be incorporated. In addition, we identified the open research challenges and discussed
the various directions of this research area.
With regard to our future work, we plan to demonstrate the feasibility of a
blockchain-based CIDS via implementing a proof of concept. In more detail, we
are currently implementing such a system based on the architecture presented
in this paper and by taking into account the design considerations of Section
6. We plan to evaluate our approach by examining whether the introduction
of a blockchain adds overhead to the system, and if yes how much. Another
challenge is the incorporation of computational trust mechanisms in our design,
with the goal of increasing the trustworthiness of the overall system even further.
In conclusion, we believe that by-design secure collaborative platforms, such as
the ones offered by the various implementations of secure distributed ledgers,
can increase the performance and durability of CIDSs, and in turn offer better
protection to critical infrastructures.
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